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Why Choose Us?

Why Is Design So Important?

So you have taken a walk around the Home
Ideas Centre, and hopefully been inspired with
new ideas. There are plenty of great concepts
and many kitchen companies, so why choose
Status Design Studio?

Any decent carpenter or cabinet maker can
build a kitchen.

Not only are we really good at what we do, but
we have been doing this since 1998.
We are owner run – and whilst we are a big
enough to take on a large project we are still
small enough to care.
We have a long list of references – customers
like you, who you can call and learn about their
experience with our company.
We are offer a full turnkey service so if you
need building alternations for your renovation
we can assist with everything from stripping and
clearing the existing site, to plumbing, tiling,
electrical and building work.
We are team players so if it’s a new project we
are able to work with your architect, designer or
builder.
All of our work is Guaranteed and our
components and fittings come with a life time
guarantee.

To schedule a quotation & design consult call
076 393 2291 or 071 43 6185 –
email sales@statusds.co.za

But function within design is everything.
A kitchen has to be a workable space that is
pleasing to the eye.
It is generally the largest investment within your
home and a meeting place for most families.
It can make a sale of a home and per square
meter brings the biggest return on investment.
What is fashionable in 2017 needs to transcend
over the next decade plus.
In short – the design of your kitchen is the most
important feature when planning.
The design, layout, look and feel as well as
material used needs to offer longevity.
At Status Design Studio we pride ourselves in
being able show you kitchens we fitted 10 years
ago, that are still in production now.
Whilst many others copy our design and ideas
we execute them with excellence, and well
ahead of the trends.

Kitchens
Bathrooms
Built in Cupboards
Studies
Vanities
Bar & Entertainment Areas
How does it work?
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Contact us.
We will schedule a design
consult.
For the appointment have
all your ideas readily
available, photo’s,
internet links and design
concepts.
We will measure the
area. If it’s a new build
then we require plans.
We will work on your
design and quotation.
We will schedule a follow
up meeting to present our
quotation.

